Introduction

Limitations on access to information continue to pose a serious challenge to the work of Moldovan journalists. Since 2013, the country has dropped from 55th to 91st place in the World Press Freedom Index, and is currently 60th out of 126 states in the World Justice Project’s access to information ranking. A primary driver of this problem is the Moldovan state’s systematic legal and administrative tendency to prioritize citizens’ rights to privacy and personal data protection over their equally important rights to truth and free expression. Too often, journalists’ efforts to access critical information for the public are blocked when government authorities and other information providers reject their requests on unreasonable grounds related to privacy protection or other procedural issues.

The underlying cause of this legal-administrative imbalance is multi-faceted, stemming from an outdated and flawed legal framework that puts unreasonable burdens on journalists in the course of their work, as well as the uneven application of the law by information providers and courts. This brief investigates these challenges and offers recommendations for Moldova’s government to restore the important yet fragile balance between privacy and free expression.

The relationship between privacy, personal data protection, access to information and freedom of expression

Moldova is a signatory to several international and European agreements which guarantee the right to privacy and data protection. The terms “privacy” and “personal data protection” are sometimes used interchangeably, with data protection considered a component of privacy. Nevertheless, there are nuanced differences in the scope of the two terms as they are defined in international law. Under both Moldovan and European law, data protection specifically applies to the protection of information; while privacy can include an expanded scope of tangible and intangible identifying elements – for example, an individual’s physical space. On the other hand, some personal data, such as billing information used for online purchases, does not qualify for protection as privacy. Notably, while legal entities like companies have no right to personal data protection, the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) has recognized they do have a right to privacy.

The right to freedom of expression – defined as “freedom to hold opinions and to receive and impart information” – is also guaranteed under European law. This right is particularly
important for journalistic activity; the ECtHR noted that “the gathering of information is an essential preparatory step in journalism and is an inherent, protected part of press freedom.” The fundamental need for journalists to gather information implies that there is an inherent tension between their right to access information and their subjects’ rights to privacy and data protection. Nevertheless, the ECtHR has emphasized that the two rights “deserve equal respect,” and that the margin of appreciation (that is, the amount of flexibility governments have in fulfilling their obligations) “should in theory be the same in both cases.” In practice, however, Moldovan authorities systematically fail to follow this principle due to reasons explained below.

Privacy and data protection laws are legal shields against information access

Current Moldovan laws defining citizens’ rights to privacy and access to information are outdated and flawed. The Law on Access to Information, which establishes the procedure and legal justification for journalists to request information, was adopted in 2000 and uses confusing and poorly defined terms. For example, the Law uses the term “official information” rather than the broader and more suitable term “information of public interest,” which is enshrined as a right in the Moldovan Constitution. The Law on Personal Data Protection was adopted in 2011, and is based on an outdated EU Directive that was replaced by the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in 2018. As a result, unlike the GDPR, the current Law does not establish clear rules for the media’s access to information or clarify the relationship between the rights of access to information and data protection. For example, it fails to clarify when and if personal data may be considered information of public interest that could be provided to journalists.

The Law does provide some privileges to journalists – for example, journalists may collect and publish information about a person without their consent as long as it is done solely as part of their journalistic activity. However, strict conditions are required for this exception to apply – either the subject must voluntarily make the information public, or the information should be directly connected to 1) the subject’s role as a public figure or 2) actions by the subject which have a public character. These conditions are particularly problematic for investigative journalists, whose stories often rely on information about non-public individuals or information that subjects intentionally try to keep from the public eye.

There have been several proposals to amend these laws in recent years, the most recent of which was developed by a joint civil society initiative by the Association for Independent Press (API), the Independent Journalism Center (IJC), and the Electronic Press Association from Moldova in cooperation with Freedom House. Submitted to the Ministry of Justice and Parliament for consideration in July 2020, this amendment package builds on improvements from earlier legislative proposals and seeks to eliminate legal ambiguities that have disproportionately hindered journalists’ access to information in favor of privacy and personal data protections. For example, the amendment package substitutes the term “official information” with the more correct “information of public interest,” providing an explicit definition of this term and establishing clear procedures for journalists to access the appropriate data. Importantly, it also establishes the legal presumption that any piece of information must be considered “of public interest” unless information providers prove otherwise. This is a significant shift from the current situation, in which journalists are regularly asked to provide explanations as to why they require access to certain information, leaving the door open to authorities to reject their requests on the basis of personal data concerns. Along these lines, the package also introduces several measures to increase transparency of public agencies and prohibit common forms of discrimination against media outlets and journalists.

Finally, the package includes amendments to the Civil Code, which in 2019 explicitly introduced the right to the protection of an individual’s public reputation or image, and established an exhaustive list of actions that amount to interference in private life, including intercepting communications, capturing or using voice or images, or publishing or broadcasting news about an individual’s intimate or family life without their consent. While the Code acknowledges that there are legal limits to the protection of private life, the amendment package includes an explicit exception to the right to privacy when personal data of public interest is requested under the Law on Access to Information and the Law on Freedom of Expression.

At the time of writing, the Moldovan Parliament has not yet begun consideration of the package, and there is no official timeline for this process.

The chilling effect of lawsuits against journalists

The lack of clarity and bias towards privacy protection in Moldovan law also means that – even when journalists get the information they need – they are still at high risk to be targeted in a lawsuit after publication. Officials and public figures regularly file libel suits against journalists on the basis of protecting their dignity, honor and reputation from critical stories. For example, the Center for Investigative Journalism has been sued 17 times on these and similar grounds in its history. The demands of plaintiffs in libel cases can vary widely, ranging anywhere from 1,000,000 MDL (about $60,000) to a symbolic 1 MDL ($0.01) for compensation of moral damages. Most commonly, plaintiffs are satisfied with compelling media outlets to make a public apology and remove the offending publication from the public record. Analysis of court cases indicates that, when such cases reach the Supreme Court of Justice (SCJ), the Court rules in journalists’ favor the vast majority of the time. Nevertheless, even the
Threat of lawsuits can have serious chilling effects on freedom of speech, as legal battles are complex, time-consuming, and costly – even when journalists eventually win.24

**Flawed implementation of the law by information providers and courts**

To make matters worse, information providers often exploit existing legal ambiguities to justify restricting access to information. For example, authorities often delay responding to information requests or reject requests outright on data protection grounds. A 2017 study by CPR Moldova reported that authorities invoked the Law on Personal Data Protection to limit or deny about 40 percent of their information requests, even when the requests did not concern personal data.25 Recent reports by the National Center for Personal Data Protection and the NGO Lawyers for Human Rights confirmed that such abuse of data protection laws continues to be a significant problem.26 27

High fees for accessing information are another important obstacle for journalists.28 The Law on Access to Information allows information providers to charge fees for providing information, although these fees are not to exceed the costs of making copies, translating, or sending the information. In reality, journalists sometimes report they are compelled to pay excessive costs. In one notable case, Ziarul de Garda journalists reported that they paid 896 MDL (about $55) for six pages from the Agency for Public Services, which holds public records on which journalists frequently rely.30

Biased implementation of the legal framework may also be encouraged by court decisions that incorrectly or inconsistently classify information requests as petitions. Compared to information requests, the process of filing petitions involves stricter bureaucratic processes and longer processing times, causing additional burdens for journalists.30 It also presents an additional pretext for information providers to invalidate information requests at their discretion. In 2019, for instance, the Chisinau Court of Appeals rejected a lawsuit brought by the Association for Independent Press (API) against the National Integrity Authority. The Authority had rejected an information request submitted by API on the grounds that the request did not comply with the regulations for petitions, as it was not signed electronically; the Court supported this action.31 The practical impact of the ongoing legal ambiguity for classifying information requests is that journalists are unable to receive clear guidance on the requirements they must fulfill to perform the basic function and duty of their profession to gather information.

**The Supreme Court of Justice escalates the legal crisis**

The legal ambiguities surrounding access to information reached a climax on June 17, 2020, when the SCJ issued a controversial decision in the case of *Lawyers for Human Rights Association and Tataru Ana vs Agency for Public Services*.29 The case related to an incident whereby the Agency rejected an information request submitted by Lawyers for Human Rights on the grounds that the NGO had failed to complete a procedure that was required under the Administrative Code (which governs petitions), but not under the Law on Access to Information (which governs standard information requests). Instead of ruling on which law was applicable, or whether the procedures the two laws demanded were compatible, the SCJ concluded that the Law on Access to Information as a whole became inapplicable when the Administrative Code came into force in April 2019.

The Court’s decision implies that going forward, all information requests will be considered petitions under the Administrative Code. Journalists29 and scholars24 responded to the announcement with concern, highlighting the huge negative impact this legal reclassification could carry for citizens’ and journalists’ right to access to information. For example, the Administrative Code requires journalists to wait up to 30 days instead of 15 working days for a reply to their requests; in some circumstances, the wait may be extended by up to 90 days. Journalists will also be compelled to submit formal, electronically signed information requests rather than the previously-accepted and simpler email format. Importantly, under the Administrative Code, information providers are defined only as public authorities; private companies that are contracted by public authorities or deliver public services are no longer required to respond to information requests.

This decision came as a surprise. When Parliament adopted the Administrative Code in 2018, it explicitly repealed the Law on Petitioning, but did not mention the Law on Access to Information. In addition, recent government decisions have been issued as if the Law on Access to Information remains in force. The Commission for Exceptional Situations’ Instruction No. 1,38 which controversially extended the timeframe for officials to respond to information requests under the emergency regime of the COVID-19 pandemic,39 was based on the timeframe set down in the Law on Access to Information. Moreover, in July 2020, the SCJ itself issued several decisions applying the Law on Access to Information, such as *Constantin Tanase vs the Nation Probation Inspectorate*38 and *Burac Victor vs the Public Institution ‘State Information Agency Moldpres’.*39 This indicates that the SCJ itself is inconsistent and may ultimately be compelled to change its view on the Law’s validity and legal force.

The Constitutional Court may soon have a final say on this issue. In July, the Court registered two requests submitted by Lawyers for Human Rights to rule on the constitutionality of an article of the Administrative Code as it pertains to the Law on Access to Information and other legislation. As a result, the Court could soon clarify the relationship between the two laws; however, a date has not yet been set for the Court’s consideration of this matter. In the meantime, journalists are left alone to navigate ambiguous and unpredictable rules on access to information.
Conclusions and Recommendations

As it stands, the balance between freedom of expression and privacy in Moldova tilts heavily towards privacy, creating substantial barriers for journalists who must collect information for their work. The problem is systematic: the national legislation is flawed, information providers implement the law selectively, and courts interpret and apply it inconsistently. A successful strategy to rebalance these rights must address the imbalance everywhere it exists. To ensure that rebalancing achieves truly meaningful outcomes for media, the government should:

Adopt the legislative package proposed in July 2020

As highlighted earlier, the amendment package recently proposed by civil society organizations would bring essential improvements to access to information. Most significantly, it would abolish legal ambiguities that have historically allowed information providers and courts to interpret or apply the law incorrectly or abusively. The SCJ’s recent decision throwing the Law on Access to Information into limbo has made passage of a replacement even more urgent. Parliament should adopt the package into law as quickly as possible.

Rebalance the two rights in public institutions

Information providers are the first point of contact for journalists trying to gain access to information. Transparency and accountability demand that they provide journalists and the public with information they are entitled to effectively and without delay. Government institutions should publish much more information on their websites, such as employees’ contact information, activity reports and budgets, and information on public procurement. This would increase access to information for the public and reduce the administrative burden of responding to information requests.

Public sector employees should also receive training on personal data, privacy, and media law, so they can be aware and knowledgeable of their obligations to provide as much information as possible, rather than relying on legal ambiguity as an excuse to provide nothing. Proactive information sharing would also reduce the risk that government offices will be targeted in costly access to information-related lawsuits that they often face in Moldova’s higher courts.

Ensure uniform judicial practice

None of the above recommendations will be effective if courts do not interpret and apply the law in a uniform manner. So far, when considering cases related to access to information, courts have generally focused on procedural issues such as the format of information requests, rather than clearly defining the boundaries of the rights to privacy and access to information. The Supreme Court of Justice should issue a consultative opinion explicitly clarifying how courts should strike the balance between these rights.
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